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Description

Restaurant Jobs In Dubai

Each eatery deals with an issue eventually. So as a café director or a key worker, you should have an
answer for dispose of that tough spot you have been stuck in. An all-around experienced individual
knows very well how to transform a miserable client into blissful ones. Demand them to visit the eatery
and partake in our friendliness indeed. The position requires numerous obligations, for example,
guaranteeing food quality, dinners arranged and food served on schedule, inquiries for recruiting new
staff individuals, and making them prepared to work.

Following is a direct link to download a CV for Dubai Jobs, in case you don’t have a CV or you want
to modify your CV.

Download CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in Interviews: Click here to check the latest walk-in interviews in Dubai

Jobs Details: Restaurant Jobs In Dubai 

 Job Position Manager and Supervisor

 Job Location Dubai, Across UAE

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Handsome Salary

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 6th June 2022
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Restaurant Jobs In Dubai

Restaurant Jobs In Dubai

Eligibility Criteria:

An individual must hold either a High School Graduation or Bachelor’s degree in Restaurant
Management.
Having extensive numbers of work experience as a restaurant supervisor in the hospitality
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industry would be given preference.
Having the following core skill sets one must have e.g, Leadership, Communication,
Interpersonal, Time Management, Problem-Solving, Overseeing Operations, Ordering, and
Managing Inventory, etc.
Hire and train new restaurant staff members and make sure that all of them have great potential
to grow and succeed.
Having a strong command over restaurant management software.

How To Apply For Restaurant Jobs in Dubai?

We are anticipating recruiting an incredibly qualified café boss with a comparable capability and broad
quantities of active experience. In the event that you are sufficiently competent to meet the qualification
models, you are mentioned to scroll it down a little and you would have the option to observe the
rundown of openings including email locations and contact numbers. So how about we get everything
rolling!

List of Restaurant Jobs In Dubai (New Jobs)

[box type=”note” align=”” class=”” width=””]Dear Friends, Please check the below jobs and send your
best CV to apply for these Jobs. Best of luck :)[/box]

List Of Vacant Positions (Newly Updated)

Restaurant Manager

Hotel Name: Revier Hotels Dubai
Job Location: Dubai
Education: Equivalent degree/diploma holders
Experience: Hospitality experience
Candidate’s Availability: Inside UAE
Availability: Immediately
Email CV: talent.dubai@revierhotels.com
Posted Date: 6th June 2022

Category

1. Walk in interviews in Dubai
2. Receptionist Jobs
3. Restaurants
4. Supermarket Jobs in Dubai
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